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ABSTRACT 
An analysis was conducted to determine the economic as well as 
technical feasibility of waste heat utilization from the proposed 
direct cycle high temperature gas cooled nuclear reactor, as designed 
by the General Atomic Company. 
The rejected heat from this system is at considerably higher 
temperatures than those normally encountered in conventional 
steam-electric Rankine cycles. By taking advantage of these higher 
rejection temperatures, heat was translated into energy available 
to a district heating and air conditioning service. The 
transportation of this energy was considered to be in the form of 
heated and chilled water. 
A refrigeration capacity on the order of 100,000 Tons and a 
heating capability of 5.0 x 109 BTU/hr at a distance of 70 miles was 
found to be a possibility. 
An economic analysis using a discounted cash flow technique, 
indicated that most o£ the systems analyzed could be profitable 
ventures. During the operation of the district heating and air 
conditioning network, overall utilization of the total reactor heat 
generation would be in excess of 80.0 per cent. 
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Direct cycle high temperature gas cooled reactor systems, 
designed for the generation of electricity, will operate at a cycle 
efficiency of 37.0 per cent.[ll] The remainder of the energy will 
be rejected as waste heat to the local environment by way of dry 
air cooling towers.[ll] The temperature range of the rejected heat 
in any one system is between 472°F and 130°F at the precooler stage 
of the cycle. 
The objective of this analysis is to determine an economically 
and technically feasible method of utilizing the energy rejected 
from this cycle. The energy is transported to the load center by 
means of pumped hot and/or cold water, depending on the requirements 
of the season. 
The rejected heat from the reactor cycle provides hot water 
for the heating system and dry saturated steam for a series of 
steam jet refrigeration units, that will in turn chill the water 
for the cooling season. 
An investigation into the economic aspects of financing the 
purchase and construction costs, determination of the operating 
costs, depreciation allowances, and resultant revenues is of the 
utmost importance, if the ultimate feasibility of the system is to 
be determined. A discounted cash flow technique is employed in 
this aspect of the analysis. 
A FORTRAN IV computer program (HOTNCOLD) was developed to 
assist in the technical and economic analysis of the district 
heating an.d cooling networks. 
l 
II. METHOD 
II.A. Outline of Procedure 
The method used in defining and analyzing the district heating 
and cooling system is as follows: 
1. Briefly describe the direct cycle high temperature gas 
cooled reactor thermal cycle. 
2. Analyze the energy source using the following procedure. 
a. determine the heat rejected from the reactor cycle. 
b. determine the heat available to the district heating 
system at the plant site. 
c. briefly describe the steam jet refrigeration c ycle. 
d. determine the quantity of 100 psig steam available 
to the steam jet refrigeration units. 
e. determine the refrigeration available to the district 
cooling network at the plant site. 
3. Determine the quantity of heat and refrigeration actually 
delivered to the load center. 
a. conduct a heat transfer analysis to determine the 
amount of heat and refrigeration that arrives at the 
load center. Use the computer program HOTNCOLD 
(routine TECH) to determine this delivery capability. 
4. Conduct a discounted cash flow analysis. 
a. determine the installed cost of each operating system. 
b. determine the operating costs of each operating system. 
2 
3 
c. determine a cumulative present worth schedule for a 
thirty year life. 
II.B . The Motive Energy Source 
As a starting point the energy source of the system must be 
considered. This source will provide the input energy required to 
heat and chill the water, that will in turn transport the energy to 
a district heating and cooling network. 
Figure 1.0 is a typical schematic representation of a direct 
cycle high temperature gas cooled reactor, as designed by General 
. . 1 [11] Atomlcs Internatlona . The precooler section is of particular 
interest here, since it is this area where nearly all the rejected 
heat of the cycle appears . The temperature of the rejected heat is 
relatively high when compared to the typical rejection temperatures 
encountered in conventional steam Rankine cycle. In this system 
the temperature drop across the precooler ranges from 470°F at the 
entrance of the precooler to l30°F at the exit; whereas, in the 
Rankine steam cycle condenser rejection temperatures would be 
around 105°F. For the case investigated herein a reactor with an 
electrical power output of 1100 MWe and a cycle efficiency of 3 7 
per cent was chosen as being typical of design considerations at 
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Fig. 1.0. Direct Cycle High Temperature Gas Cooled Reactor. [ll] 
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II.B.l. Thermal balance on the precooler section to determine the 
steam available to the refrigeration units 
Figure 2.0 is a schematic representation of a steam generator 
acting as the heat rejection point for the precooler stage of the 
cycle. The steam generator is designed such that helium can transfer 
heat through a temperature range of 472°F to an exit temperature of 
This heat is transferred to water entering the steam 
generator at 80°F and exiting as dry saturated steam at 100 psig 
and a temperature of 338°F. What follows is a thermal balance on 
the steam generator to determine the mass rate of flow of 100 psig 




Fig. 2.0 . Precooler as Stearn Generator. 
6 
Where 
incoming and exiting mass rate of flow of the helium (lbm/hr) 
incoming and exiting mass rate of flow of either the water 
or steam (lbm/hr) 
incoming enthalpy of the helium (BTU/lbm) 
incoming enthalpy of the water (BTU/lbm) 
exit enthalpy of the helium (BTU/lbm) 
exit enthalpy of the steam (BTU/lbm) 
Performing an energy balance: 
. . . . 
mlhl + m2h2 mlh3 + m2h4 (1) 
rearranging 
. ~2 (h4 ml (hl - h3) - h3) (2) 
However, it is known that the left hand term in Equation (2) represents 










Qr rejected thermal energy (BTU/hr) 
Qth total energy output of the reactor (BTU/hr) 
Qe total electrical energy generated (BTU/hr) 
N cycle efficiency 
cy 
hence from (6) and (3) we have: 






6 (1100 MWe) (3.414 x 10 )BTU/hr - MWe 
.37 
- (1100 MWe) (3.414 x 106 BTU/hr - MWe) 





For the refrigeration system that was selected, 100 psig dry saturated 
t . . [20] s earn ~s requ~red. 
8 
Then at 115 psia saturated: 
h 4 1189.6 BTU/lbm 
The water entering the steam generator is at 70°F then: 
h 3 38.025 BTU/lbm 
solving for the mass rate of flow from (7) 
9 6.394 x 10 BTU/hr 
(1189.6 - 38.025)BTU/lbm 
6 5.55 x 10 lbm/hr (8) 
II.C. 40°F Water Available to the System 
The energy in the steam calculated in section II.B.l will act as 
the motive energy source for a steam jet refrigeration cycle. 
II.C.l. Description of the cycle 
Water is used as the working fluid in this system. Figure 3.0 
is a schematic representation of the refrigeration unit. [ 2 0] The 
evaporator, as in any refrigeration system, is the point at which 
the actual refrigeration takes place. 
Water is evaporated under low pressure thereby cooling the water 
returning from the load. In order to maintain a sufficiently low 
pressure in the evaporator, water vapor must be continuously removed 














Fig. 3.0. Schematic of the Steam Jet Cycle. 
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10 
vapor with a supersonic flow of steam from the jet nozzle. Stearn 
leaves the jet nozzle at supersonic velocities and requires a back 
pressure usually between 20 and 100 psig. The supersonic flow 
entrains the evaporator vapor at a ratio between 2.0 lbm motive 
steam per lbm evaporator vapor and 3.0 lbm motive steam per lbm 
of evaporator vapor. The mixture moves at supersonic velocities 
through the mixing section at constant pressure to the throat where 
a shock wave is formed. The mixture compresses through the wave 
and is returned through the diffuser to the condenser at a higher 
pressure. Liquid water is pumped from the condenser to the boiler 
to create motive steam and some is valved to the evaporator as make 
up water. The cycle is now repeated to maintain a sufficiently 
low temperature at a continuous rate. 
II.C.2. Refrigeration available at the plant site 
The amount of refrigeration may now be determined by the use of 
. [20] 
a pararnetr1c graph. Rather than solve the steam jet thermodynamic 
cycle to determine the refrigeration available, graphs plotting the 
parameters governing the thermodynamic cycle of the steam jet units 
are used. Figure 4.0 is a plot of the parameters that govern the 
operation of the steam jet cycle for standard manufactured units. [ 20] 
In this figure the parameters of condenser temperature, condenser 
water flow rate, booster steam consumption and chilled water 
temperatures are plotted in their relationships to each other at a 
constant steam back pressure of lOO psig. 
For this case a condenser temperature of l00°F is typical for 
summer operation and a required chilled water temperature of 40°F 
is selected. Water in this temperature range is desirable due to 
the dew point requirements of humidity control. Then from Fig. 4.0 
at T = 100°F 
c 




1.0 Tons of refrigeration are available for every 
27.5 lbm/hr of 100 psig. dry saturated steam 
moved through the jet nozzle. 
T = condenser temperature 
c 
T chilled water temperature 
cw 
RA 
RA refrigeration available (Tons) 
SRA specific refrigeration available 
RA 
6 5.55 x 10 lbm/hr 
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STEAM CONSUMPTION (lbm/hr-TON) 
Fig. 4.0 Steam Jet Cycle Parameters 
RA 5 2.05 x 10 Tons 
in terms of BTU/hr this would be 
RA (2.02 x 105 Tons) x (12000 BTU/hr - Ton) 
RA 2.424 x 109 BTU/hr 
II.C.3. Cooling water available to the pipeline 
Consider the thermal balance on the cooling unit given in 
Fig. 5.0, with water returning from the load, entering the 











Fig. 5.0. Cooling Unit Thermal Balance. 
mr mass rate of flow of chilled water available to the 
load ( lbm/hr) 
13 
h enthalpy of the water returning from the load (BTU/lbm) 
r 
h 1 enthalpy of water leaving the refrigeration unit 
Performing a thermal balance yields: 
RA m h - m h 
r r r 1 
RA 
9 2.424 x 10 BTU/hr 
(28.06 - 8.027)BTU/lbm 
8 1.21 x 10 lbm/hr 
II.D. 200°F Water Available to the System 
It must now be determined how much hot water may be delivered 






m h 1 w w 
T=l50 °F 
T=200 0 F 
Fig. 6.0. Thermal Balance for Heating System. 
14 
where 
m mass rate of flow of heated water available to the 
w 
system (lbm/hr) 
h enthalpy of the water returning to the plant (BTU/lbm) 
w 
hlw enthalpy of the water leaving the plant and returning 
to the load (BTU/lbm) 
Performing an energy balance: 
m 
w h - h lw w 
Determining the enthalpies h and h 1 from the steam tables at the w w 






6.394 x 109 BTU/hr 
(168.09 - ll7.95)BTU/lbm 
8 
.910 x 10 lbm/hr 
8 0 




1.210 x 108 lbm/hr of 40°F water is available to the pipeline system. 
III. HEAT TRANSFER AND PRESSURE DROP CALCULATIONS 
At this point the energy available to the system in the form of 
heated and chilled water is known. However, since the energy must 
be transmitted over some distance to the load center, additional 
factors affecting the actual quantity of energy delivered to the 
load center must be considered. These factors include; pressure 
drop calculations as a function of linear water velocity and pipe 
diameter, and heat transfer through the pipe over the distance to 
the load. 
III.A. Pipeline Pressure Drop Calculations 
For a given size pump rated for a fixed horsepower, the proper 
diameter pipe must be matched to the mass rate of flow at which the 
pump is rated. This will be done for various diameter pipes by the 
following procedure. 
1. Select the size of the pump. 
2. The maximum mass rate of flow has been determined 
in section II. 
3. Determine the linear velocity of the water in the pipe. 
4. Determine the pressure drop for a specific diameter 
linear velocity and friction factor in the pipe . 
5. Determine the distance between the pumps in the pipeline. 
16 
III.A.l. Pressure drop per mile of pipe 
DP 
where 




DP pressure drop (psi)/unit length 
2 
f friction factor (Moody determination) 
D pipe diameter (inches) 
SV specific volume (ft3/lbm) 
17 
(14) 
G mass rate of flow/pipe cross sectional area (~m/hr-ft2 ) 




HP (A) (H) 36000 
HP horsepower required/mile 
H pressure drop in feet of water/mile 
A mass rate of flow (lbm/sec) 
DBP HORSEPOWER OF PUMP SELECTED HP 
DBP distance between pumps (miles) 
(15) 
{16) 
III.B. Pipeline Heat Transfer Calculations 
There are two important determinations to be made at this point 
in the analysis. 
1. Determine the heat transfer in or out of the pipeline 
for a given distance. 
2. Determine the energy addition to the water by the pumps. 
Consider the schematic in Fig. 7.0 representing a pipeline with 
a series of pumps. 
Fig. 7.0. Pipeline Schematic. 
Water enters pump P1 at mass flow rate m lbm/hr. The energy 









hw internal energy of the water before entering pump P1 
18 
(17) 
HP power output of the pump (BTU/hr) 
h' internal energy of the water after the pump 
w 
Immediately following the pump P1 , energy will begin to flow 
across the wall of the pipe if the ambient temperature is different 
from that of the water in the pipe (this will be the case in most 
circumstances) . As the water moves downstream from the pump heat 
will transfer out or into the pipe, as a result of this heat flow 
the temperature of the water will be a different value from one 
instant to the next. This fact will in turn effect the rate of 
heat transfer in or out of the pipe, because the rate of heat 
transfer is determined by the temperature difference across the 
pipe. It is possible to approximate the actual case by assuming 
the temperature of the water to be essentially constant for very 
small subsections (S ) of the distance between the pumps (L) . 
n 
These calculations would be carried out by first determining 
the rate of heat loss per unit length for a constant temperature 
difference. 
Consider Fig. 8.0 which is a cross sectional representation 
of an insulated pipe buried in the ground. The steady state heat 
transfer per unit length is given by: [S] 
2,-[ (T. - T ) 
Qa 
l G 
ln(r2 - rl) ln(r3 - r2) ln(r4 - r 3) 1 
+ + + 





Fig. 8.0. Cross Section of an Insulated Buried Pipe. 
the film coefficient 
NUd Nusselt number 
.023(R d) "8 (Pr)B 
e 
B .4 for heating the water 
B .3 for cooling the water 
Red Reynolds number 
P Prandtl number 
r 
V water velocity 
vk kinematic viscosity of the water 
k thermal conductivity of the water 
w 
T. temperature of the water 
1. 
T temperature of the ground the pipe is buried in 
G 
r 1 inner radius of the pipe 
20 
(19) 
outer radius of the insulation 
outer radius of the soil around the pipe 
thermal conductivity of the pipe (BTU/hr-ft-°F) 
thermal conductivity of the insulation 
thermal conductivity of the ground 
heat transfer per unit length (BTU/hr-ft) 
The sequence of events used in determining the heat transfer in each 
section would be: 
For heat transfer in section s 1 Fig. 7.0: 
1. Determine the pump energy addition to the water by using 
equation (17) and find h'. 
w 
21 
2. From the steam tables determine the temperature T2 (Fig. 7.0) 
from the value h'. 
w 
3. Given the ground temperature TG (Fig. 8.0) and having 
4. 
5. 
calculated the water temperature T1 = Ti use equation (18) 
to determine the heat transferred per unit length. 
Determine the film coefficient h 1 by equation (19) . 
Determine the heat transferred through section s 1 of 
the pipe Q . 
a 
6. Determine the new enthalpy of the water by: 
h" 
w 
7. Knowing h" determine the corresponding temperature T = T. 2 1 
from the thermodynamic tables and use this as the constant 
temperature for section s 2 . 
8. 
III.C. 
Repeat steps 1 through 7 for all sections through 
the next pump or the load center is reached. 
Energy Available at the Load Center 
s until 
n 
In section III.A and III.B, the technique for determining the 
temperature at any point in the pipeline was discussed. Now the 
22 







Schematic of Pipeline Delivery System. 
The three important factors involved in this analysis are: 
1. Determination of the temperature before the load 
2. Determination of the temperature after the load 
3. Determination of the mass rate of flow 
The temperature before the load was calculated by the technique 
outlined in the previous sections and m is known. The temperature 
after the load, is in most instances variable, dependent on the 
weather conditions effecting the local requirements. For purposes 
of this analysis a maximum temperature differential across the load 
is specified. 
The temperature increase across the load for the air 
conditioning service never exceeds l2°F. Temperature increases 
greater than l2°F would make humidity control difficult. The 
temperature change across the load for heating was chosen to be 
Temperature drops greater than 35°F are possible; however, 
the lower the temperature entering the load center the greater the 
heat exchanger surfaces required to deliver an equivalent amount of 
energy. Since the temperature change across the load will be a 
function of the temperature of the water entering the load center; 
the temperature change across the load must also be a function of 
the distance from the load center. 
Assumptions 
Tal 55°F for the air conditioning service 
Tal 150°F for the heating service 
where 
Tal temperature after the load 





g1 energy removed from, or added to the load center (BTU/hr) 
~l enthalpy of the water before the load (BTU/lbm) 
hal enthalpy of the water after the load (BTU/lbm) 
III.D. Demonstration of Method 
A computer program HOTNCOLD (subroutine TECH) was developed to 
utilize the type of analysis outlined in the above sections. The 
following input to the program was used for the systems analyzed in 
this investigation. 
III.D.l. Program input 
** 
Temperature drop across the load 20°F to 35°F (heating) 
Temperature rise across the load less than l2°F (cooling) 
** Number of pipes = 2 in each direction 
Water mass rate of flow = variable .8 x 108 lbm/hr to 
.3 x 108 lbm/hr 
Pump size = 7000 horsepower 
Thermal conductivity of the water .338 BTU/hr-ft°F 
Thermal conductivity of the pipe 25.0 BTU/hr-ft°F 
two pipes were selected because there is sufficient water 




Thermal conductivity of the insulation .13 BTU/hr-ft°F 
Thermal conductivity of the soil 1.0 BTU/hr-ft°F 
Friction factor (Moody determination) .015 
Maximum distance to the load centre 110 miles 
Pipe diameter 30 to 60 inches 
Kinematic viscosity of the water function of temperature 
in tabular form 
Prandtl Number function of temperature 
in tabular form 
Months of heating service 4 months (full load) 
Months of cooling service 3 months (full load) 
III.E. Results 
The following figures are the results of the calculations done 
in subroutine TECH in the program HOTNCOLD. 
The graphs illustrate the refrigeration or heat available at a 
given distance PER PIPE. For example it is seen from Fig. 16.0 that 
51820.0 tons of refrigeration is available per delivery pipe at a 
distance of 100.0 miles with a 60 inch pipe and a mass rate of flow 
6 
of 56.0 x 10 lbm/hr of chilled water. 
At the same distance from Fig. 10.0, 1.91 x 109 BTU/hr is avail-
able to a heating load with the same mass rate of flow of water. It 
is known from sections II.C.2 and II.B that 1.21 x 108 lbm of chilled 
water and .910 x 108 lbm/hr of heated water are actually available to 
the pipeline. Obviously what this means is that two pipes may be used 
to deliver at maximum load. When the season does not require a 
26 
strictly heating or air conditioning service, hot water may be 
shipped in one pipe and cold in the other. 
The following symbols key the mass rates of flow on Figures 
10.0 through 17.0. 
ml 57 X 106 lbm/hr 
m2 56 X 106 lbm/hr 
m3 55 X 106 lbm/hr 
m4 54 X 106 lbm/hr 
m5 53 X 106 lbm/hr 
m6 52 X 106 lbm/hr 
m7 51 X 106 lbm/hr 
m8 50 X 106 lbm/hr 
m9 49 X 106 lbm/hr 
mlO 48 X 106 lbm/hr 
mll 47 X 106 lbm/hr 
ml2 46 X 106 lbm/hr 
ml3 45 X 106 lbm/hr 
27 
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IV. CASH FLOW ANALYSIS 
A discounted cash flow analysis is conducted to yield an initial 
look at the economic desirability of undertaking the district 
heating and cooling project. 
IV.A. Procedure 
The following procedure was used to carry out the cash flow 
analysis: 
1. These parameters are held at fixed levels: 
a. The revenue rate for energy sold 
b. The discounting rate 
c. The cost and revenue escalation rate 
d. Depreciation scheme for capital investments 
2. Decide which parameters to vary as a function of the 
physical system: 
a. The insta~led cost of the piping system 
b. The maintenance cost of the system 
c. Installed cost of the refrigeration system 
d. Operating cost of the system 
e. Tax costs 
3. For each unique set of parameters carry out the following: 
a. Establish a 30 year face value cash flow table with 
escalation (inflation) costs included 
b. Discount the face value table to a single present 
worth cash in and cash out value 
c. Calculate the cumulative present worth table for 
the 30 year life of the project. 
IV~A.l. Rates 
Discounting interest rate 
Cost and revenue escalation (inflation) 
Tax rate (income) 
Bond rate of interest 
Preferred stock interest 
Common stock interest 
Cost of heat 
Cost of refrigeration 
Life 
Property tax rate 
Installed cost of pumping stations 
















Pump operating costs 
Maintenance 2.0% of installed cost 
Installed cost of piping Fig. 19.0 
IV.A.2. Example cash flow 
The following is an excerpt from Appendix D where a detailed 
development of this example is given. The following example 
situation was developed for cash flows in the years they occur for 
an initial investment of $1000.00, maintenance expense of $1000.00/year 
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and $2000.00/year revenue. 
Table 1.0. $1000 Investment Cash Flow Table. 
YEAR CI M.."ll.INT TAX PRTX FC REV EF 
& 
OP 
1 1000.0 1045.0 402.0 20.0 91.0 2090.0 1.045 
2 1092.0 445.4 20.0 91.0 2184.0 1.092 
3 1141.0 485.7 20.0 91.0 2282.2 1.141 
4 1192.5 524.5 20.0 91.0 2385.0 1.192 
5 1246.2 561.6 20.0 91.0 2492.4 1.246 
6 1302.3 597.9 20.0 91.0 2604.5 1.302 
7 1360.9 627.2 20.0 91.0 2721.7 1.360 
8 1422.2 657.8 20.0 91.0 2844.2 1.422 
9 1486.1 689.8 20.0 91.0 2972.2 1.486 
10 1552.9 723.2 20.0 91.0 3105.9 1.552 
where 
CI capital investment 
FC finance charges + dividends 
(. 40 x CI x BROI) + (. 30 X CI x CROI) + (. 30 x PROI) 
BROI bond rate of interest 
CROI common rate of interest 
PROI preferred rate of interest 
per cent bonds 40% 
per cent preferred 30% 
per cent common 30% 
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PRTX property taxes 
2.0% x CI 
TAXES income taxes 
IV.A.3. Depreciation scheme 
The following method was used to calculate a dual declining 
balance depreciation scheme. 
Year Undepreciated balance Depreciation 
1 CI(l) CI x 2.0 x SLR = dep(l) 
2 CI (2) CI (1) - dep (1) CI(2) x 2.0 x SLR dep(2) 
3 CI ( 3) CI(2) - dep(2) CI(3) x 2.0 x SLR dep ( 3) 
N CI(N) CI(N-1) - dep(N-1) CI(N) x 2.0 x SLR dep(N) 
where 
SLR straight line depreciation rate 
l ( 21) Project life (years) 
In this scheme we switch to a straight line depreciation scheme when 
the undepreciated balance divided by the number of years remaining 
in the life of the project is greater than the dual declining 
balance depreciation value. 
IV.A.4. Income tax calculations 
Knowing the depreciation schedule, the income tax calculations 
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may now be carried out. A tax rate of 50% of net income is used. 
Taxes(N) [(R(N) - (OP(N) + MAINT(N) + DEP(N) + PT(N) 
+Bond interest(N))] x .50 (22) 
where 





revenue in any one year 
R(l + k)N 
finance charges for any one year 
operating expenses in any one year 
OP(l + k)N 
MAINT(N) maintenance expenses in any one year 
MAINT(l + k)N 
DEP(N) 
PT(N) 
depreciation expense (outlined in section IV.A.3) 
property tax in any one year 
Bond Interest = interest paid on the bonds only to finance 
part of the project 
IV.A.5. Net cash flow 
The face value net cash flow may now be determined. 
NCF(N} 
where 
[R(N) - (OP(N) + MAINT(N) +INCOME TAXES(N) + PT(N) 















the present worth at time zero for any one year (N) . 
thus 
PVI PW (1) + PW (2) + PW (3) + ··· PW (30) 
0 0 0 0 
( 2 5) 
where 
PVI cumulative present value of income at i% for 
a project life of 30 years. 
This type of cash flow analysis was conducted for the systems 
represented in figures 20 through 25. The computer program HOTNCOLD 
subroutine CASH was developed using the technique outlined in the 
above sections to process the cash flow calculations and prepare 




































BAROMETRIC CONDENSER SYSTEM 
3BOOSTERS 
60 120 180 240 300 360 420 480 540 600 
CAPACITY, TONS OF REFRIGERATION 
Fig. 18.0 Installed Cost of Refrigeration 
Systems vs. Refrigeration Capacity. 
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660 
The following figure (Fig. 19.0) was developed from cost 
projections from pipeline data given for the years 1951 through 
1967. These data were projected to the year 1974 to give the 
curve represented in Fig. 19.0. These data were published by the 
Federal Power Commission in the March 1969 issue of Pipeline 
Engineer. With the shortage of fabricated steel pipe there is no 
accurate way of determining the actual price of the pipe in 
March 1974. Although the graph does most probably represent the 
range in which the pipe costs would fall if pipe were available. 
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24 28 32 36 40 44 48 52 56 60 64 68 
DIAMETER (INCHES) 
Fig. 19.0. Installed Cost of Pipe vs. Diameter. 
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IV.B. Results of the Cash Flow Analysis 
The following figures are the results of the calculations 
done in subroutine CASH in the program HOTNCOLD. The graphs 
illustrate the present value net cumulative cash flow for a two 
pipe (two in each direction) hot water and cold water delivery 
system. For example, it is seen from figure 20.0 that the 10% 
cumulative present worth of the net cash flow for a 50 mile 
6 installation at a mass rate of flow of 56 x 10 lbm/hr (m2) is 
$52,000,000. At the distance where the line crosses the 0.0 point 
the system would have an internal rate of return of 10.0%. Above 
the dashed line represents money earned above 10.0%, below the 
dashed line represents money short of 10.0% internal rate of return. 
The following symbols key the mass rates of flow on figures 
20 through 25. 
ml 57 X 106 lbm/hr 
m2 56 X 106 lbm/hr 
m3 55 X 106 lbm/hr 
m4 54 X 106 lbm/hr 
m5 53 X 106 lbm/hr 
m6 52 X 106 lbm/hr 
m7 51 X 106 lbm/hr 
m8 50 X 106 lbm/hr 
m9 48 X 106 lbm/hr 
mlO 48 X 106 lbm/hr 
m11 47 x 106 1bm/hr 
m12 46 x 106 1bm/hr 
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Fig. 20.0. Present Value of Cumulative Income at 
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Fig. 21.0. Present Value of Cumulative Income at 10% 
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Fig. 22.0. Present Value of Cumulative Income at 
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Fig. 23.0. Present Value of Cumulative Income at 
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Fig. 24.0. Present Value of Cumulative Income at 
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Fig. 25.0. Present Value of Cumulative Income at 





V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS 
Depending on the mass rate of flow and pipe diameter, it is 
possible to realize at least a 10% internal rate of return at 
distances from the load center between 50 and 75 miles. At 
distances greater than this range internal rates of return less 
than 10% would be realized. At distances less than this range 
internal rates of return greater than 10% would be realized. 
It must be remembered that the most significant assumption 
made in this investigation was the fact that the system would 
operate at full load capacity for the heating period of four months 
and a cooling period of three months. Hence, these systems are 
being presented as supplemental in nature to existing heating and 
refrigeration systems. The heating and cooling network is 
designed to handle a major portion of the steady load season, which 
If the is usually in the middle of the summer and winter seasons. 
systems were to be applied on a year round basis, the load 
requirements for the local area would have to be determined and 
the water flow rate adjusted according to the varying load 
requirements, in variable seasons as the spring and fall. However, 
even if these systems were used as suggested herein, that is, as 
supplemental systems, the energy savings and economic benefit 
would still be quite high. 
The efficient utilization of energy from high temperature gas 
cooled reactors not only has the attractive point of utilizing 
much of the energy that would be otherwise wasted; but, also the 
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added advantage of conserving fossil fuel resources, that would 
ordinarily have been required to supply the heating and air 
conditioning service during high load periods. 
The fossil fuel savings would of course be equivalent to 
the energy consumed by the load center during operation of the 
waste heat systems. For example, if the load required 3 x 109 
BTU/hr for a heating season of 4 months and 100,000 tons of 
refrigeration for a 3 month cooling season, a savings would be 
realized for any one of the following sources of energy: 
Natural gas 
HEATING 
9 BTU ft 3 3.0 X 10 X 2880 hrs X hr ( 1000 BTU) (. 8) 
COOLING 
100000 tons X l 2000 BTU X 2160 hrs X ftJ 
HR- ton (1000 BTU) (.5) 
9 3 Total = 15.98 x 10 ft natural gas 
No. 2 Fuel oil 
Using 19110 . 0 BTU 
lbm 
Savings= 1,749,800 barrels 
Electric 
Savings = 3,280,000 megawatt-hours 
It is clearly seen that considerable quantities of fossile fuels can 
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be conserved, in addition, a profit can be realized by the 
installation of such a system. 
As a suggestion for further study, an investigation into the 
load following characteristics and the subsequent impact on the 
economic development would be of considerable interest. In addition 
the investigation of the utilization of this energy in 
agricultural and industrial processes (for example, grain drying 




It is possible to service a district heating and cooling network 
by utilizing the rejected heat from a direct cycle high temperature 
gas cooled reactor as designed by the General Atomic Company . 
The objective of this thesis was to investigate the 
feasibility of utilizing the rejected energy from the direct cycle 
HTGR to serve a district heating and cooling network. The objective 
has been accomplished, insomuch as the results clearly indicate that 
with the advent of the direct cycle HTGR, waste heat utilization 
will approach a more realistic solution. New technological 
advancements such as the direct cycle HTGR will provide the 
opportunity of increasing our energy utilization efficie ncy . 
Since that which moves the technological society is 
inventiveness, magnified and implemented by an energy base, it is 
the techno-sociological responsibility of energy system designers 
to efficiently and equitably utilize our energy resources. In so 
doing, an optimized system of environmental, technological and 
sociological benefits will be realized . 
The results of this investi gation indi cate that the state of 
the art in reactor design is reaching a point where the maximum 
energy utilization efficiency may be r ealized. 
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REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
The utilization of low temperature waste heat from steam-
electric power plants has always been a difficult task. The 
temperature of the rejected heat is relatively low (around 105°F) , 
thus making the utilization of this energy quite difficult. There 
have been significant efforts, however, involved in utilizing 
waste energy. An entire range of heating[ 3 ] [lS] and agricultural[4 ] 
uses have been proposed. Some have met with success and many have 
not. 
A unique approach to the use of this low value energy has 
. [13] [14] . been made by W. Mart1novsky of the Odessa Techn1cal 
Institute in the Soviet Union. In 1953 Martinovsky proposed[l3 ] 
the rejection of low value waste heat to a steam jet refrigeration 
cycle. In his proposal the steam jet cycle did not use water as 
a refrigerant as is the usual case, instead it was suggested that 
a freon or similar refrigerant be utilized in the steam jet 
refrigerating process. The low condenser temperatures of the steam 
jet cycle limited the use of such a system because of the large 
heat exchanger surfaces required at the condenser end of the cycle. 
The utilization of waste energy from steam-electric cycles is 
indeed worthy of future investigation when one considers the 
number of such plants in existence. 
The advent of high temperature gas cooled reactors as designed 
by General Atomic, has added a new dimension to the possibilities 
of utilizing the heat rejected from the nuclear-electric energy 
cycle. The only helium cooled nuclear reactor in operation in 
the United States at this time is the 330 MWe unit operated by 
Public Service Company of Colorado. This unit utilizes a 
conventional steam-electric cycle, coupled to a helium-water steam 
generator. A new design under consideration at this time by 
General Atomic is the direct cycle high temperature gas (helium) 
cooled reactor[ll]. In this machine, the helium is heated in the 
reactor core and then expanded directly through a gas turbine which 
. [11] 
consequently turns the electr1c generator . The attractive 
feature of this cycle is the temperature at which the waste heat 
is rejected. Rejection temperatures across the precooler stage 
of the cycle is from 470°F to 105°F[ll]_ Immediately it can be 
seen that this high value waste heat has many utilization 
possibilities. In fact, much research into the effective 
utilization of this energy is underway at the General Atomic 
facility in San Diego, California. 
Rejection temperatures in this range could provide sufficiently 
high temperature input to generate low energy steam which may in 
[8] 
turn power a water cycle series of steam jet refrigeration units. 
This chilled water could in turn be used either in industrial 
processes or it could provide for a district refrigeration service 
(air conditioning). Chilled and heated water district heating and 
cooling systems have been in existence for many years[l], and, 
therefore, this technological consideration is neither surprising 
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nor new. However, the great distance of nuclear power plants 
[18] . from load centers lncreases the difficulty involved in 
transporting heated and chilled water to the load center. The 
pipeline technology required to move large quantities of water has 
been available to the oil and natural gas industries for many 
[9] [17] years . 
The object of this investigation is the determination of the 
technical and economic feasibility of transporting large quantities 
of heated and chilled water to a concentrated load center by using 
the rejected heat from the high temperature gas cooled reactor as 
the energy source. 
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APPENDIX B 
FORTRAN IV COMPUTER PROGRAM LISTING 
FORTRAN IV ~1 ~tl c AS E 2. 0 TE CH l) t. TE: 74093 22./22/16 
0001 SU~F<. OUTI~t T~CH 
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- (DE:G Fl (JtG ~~ lBTU/Hkl l~ILESI 'l 
~)vo FuRMAT(E13.6,F5.2,F5.11 
~uJ7 rORMAT(f9.~r C 14.6,Fo.ll 
1JJ K.ETGRN 
t NO 

















c C********* PRKV UOf~ A TAtiLE: LJU\ J~ FUK PKAN DT L NUMBtR kNu KINeMATIC VIS ****** 
c COMMUN AT( 101 ,PR( 101 ,KVllOI 
DO 10 I=l,o 
IF((T.GE.AT( Ili.ANO.(T.LT.AT( 1+1j)) GO TO 40 
10 CONTINUE 
4J A=AT(I+ll 
C1= AT (I I 
PA=PK( I +1) 
PB=Pk(I) 
KA=KVll•ll 
Kd=KV( I I 











SUBROUTINE PRt~S(AKtA,FF,MLlJ,O, SV,OELPJ 
c C********* P~ESS LALCJLATES PRtSSJ{E uKOP PER MIL~ ****** *********************** 
c 
RE: Al Mlli.i 
G=MLil..l/AREA 























L C*~******* TEM P lS ~ TABL E LUU~ Jl FUR TtMPt~ATUP~ ~lVE~ tNTHALP) ************** 
c 
DIME NSlu"-. Ul8CI,T(ltjCI 
!\ N=N-1 
DO 30 I=l,NN 
I F ( ( EN T H • G E • [ ( I I I • .\ ~ J • { E: i T H. L T • c ( I + l ) ) I GO T J 4 0 
3J CO~T lf'..UE 
40 TIN=T(ll 
t:N=El I J 
E N ·'4 = E: ( I +- l I 
[j=T(l+!l 






FCRTP~N IV G LEVEL 21 HCPU1T O~. TE = 74094 Ol/02/06 
0001 SJ~~ J UTJNE HCPLJT 






















































')I ·~ t'J S IC : ~ H ( 50 l , R ( 50 l , 0 I ( 50 ) 




J 1 =b 3 0 0 
: J)=Gn-3.0 
IF(G~.LT.ADIGO TG 300 
RE.nND '3 
l: ~ ·)0 
L~=l5 
30 ~E~ D (dlO,niA,PLUC 
JF(Q.LTo5.0lSJ T~ 100 
OJ 2 0 I= 1, 44 
R'=.\1(8)A,B,f11( Il 
'"fCit=B*l.OE-07 
ZJ CC ~TINll[ 
A.o4=GD+0.5 
.E =~D-O. '5 
lF((OIA.GT.AWl.JP.(Dl~oLT.Al)IGC Tfl 30 
l =L •l 
~~trFl3,?.5lr")IA 
!F(L.LT.Lt,~Q 7n ~0 
IF(L.EQ.LAIC4ll f~ · D 0 LT 
L =J 
C~LL NEWPLT(0.5,2.0,6.0) 
C\L~ JR IGJN(O.O,lOO.Ot 




30 ~\ll X~PLTtDI,H,44,l,-1) 
G) TC 30 
100 f C (L.LT.L~l CALL f~DPLT 
~: H~D e 
L=2)0 
40 ~ c lD(R)O,DIA,PL~C 
I~(~.LT.5.0lG 0 T ~ 200 )) 120 !=1,44 
~ E ~ ·) ( 8 l ,'l., R, 0 I ( I I Q.(I)=A*l.OE-03 
120 CCNTINUF I c ( ( f) I A • G T. ~WI o 0 F • ( D I A o LT. t l) ) GC T fl c: .. o 
L=L+l 
IFC~.LT.LAl Gl TQ 150 
J~(L.EQ.LA)Ctlt f~DPLT 
L=0 C~LL ~EWPLT(O.~,z.o,~.OI 
C\LL Ok!G!N(Q.0,25o0) 








0 0 ..() 




























































































































































































































FORTRAN IV G LEVe l 21 CASH OATF: = 740q4 01/00/19 


















































00 ~ l 
c C****$*~•~ C~SH ODES THf OISCJU~TFQ CASH ~LOW ANALYSIS ************************* 
c q_EL\ L "1AINT 
P~~L "1liQ 
f) I ~ ': ~ S lL1 N C A S I N t ( 5 0 ) 1 C.\ S IJ U A ( 5 0 I t C A S ! N A ( 5 0 ) r C AS J U P ( 50 ) r C A S I N C ( 5 0 ) , -:ASJUC(501,:~Sl~EC50J,CASQUE(50J,CASINF(50J CASO~F(50J 
1! 1J:~SU1 N PEF( 100) ,YEAT( 1001 ,n!S( 1001 ,CJSMAf100) ,COS~V( 100) ,COSM!f 
-lC .) I 
JI ~ E ~Si rN CCSAI~O){CGSB(50),CQSC(5J),COSE(~O),CJSF(50),~AI~T(50l QI'1F:NSICN Ol('iO),C (501,C2(SO),CH501,CF(501 
'l \ =7 
~ E ~lNf) NA 
q_'=-4IND 8 
:l)R.=10000000.0 









f)J 301 T=l,50 
C15AII>=O.O 
CJSi3CIJ=1.0 




D 1 3)5 I = 1, 1 00 
~~F(l)=().O 
Y':~T( I 1=0.0 
'JISI 11=1).0 
:: 1 > '1A ( I ) = 0 • 0 
C J)"1V( I I =0.0 
C1)"1l(t)=O.O 
305 CG HI NUE 
K::\i>( 1,452JQ,QZ 




rn 604 I =1 23 
q :.: A ·1 t 1 , l 0 2 \ 0 l ( 1 l , C l ( 1 l , C 2 ( I l , C 3 ( I ) 
e>04 C JiH I NL'F 
1000 ~EA 0 ( 1,1JlfE~O=ll0)~LIQ,DIA,PL O C 
A{lT ': (Bl~L Q,~Ib,PLOC 
I~(H.LT.lO.O}GO TC 20JO 
,o~RIT E I3,104l 
2 JO J :c ~T I NUE 
JF(~LIQ.LT.lOO.O) Gl T8 8 
j() ?00 J=l,44 























































IV G LEVEL 21 CASH 
q, E A J ( 1 , 1 0 5 ) REF ( 1 l , HE t .l { l ) , 0 I S { I ) 
.n I T E (A) P F.F ( I) , HE AT ( I I, 0 IS ( I ) 
04TE 
600 : J"H I ~wE 
:~LL ZJP(Ol,Cl,C2,C3,DI~,COST1,COST2,COST31 
11 602 I=l 44 CJS~AX=COSfl*OISll) 
CJS~vG=COSTZ*niS(!) 
': lS"1I~=COST3*DIS (I) 
O"JJ=QIS(! )/PLOC 
IX=PNO 
'( ;~ = {X 
X1=X2+l.O 















.J=10 C\LL EXACT(PC8,RORR,PCC 1 RORC,PCP,RORP,N,CQS~V(J),AI~,ADIN,REV, -qR~V,MtiNT(Jl,C~SINB,CASOU8) 
- ~~V=H~*HEA~t20)*A*B~/1000000.0 
~~~V=CC*REF(20)*(F(20)*A*BN*l2000.0/1000000.0 




J= 30 C\LL EXACT(PCA,RCRB,PCC,RCRC,PCP,ROFP,N,COSMV(J),AIN,ADIN,REV, 
- ~ ~ '= V , ~A I NT ( J ) , C t ~ I ~ F , C ~ S OU E l 
REV=HH~HEATC40)*l*8N/lOOOOOO.O 
~~EV=Cf.*REF(40)*CF(40)*A*BN*12000.0/1000000.0 
J=4J C~LL EXACTCPCd 1 ROP~ 1 PCC 1 R.ORC,PCP,RORP,N,COSMV(J) ,A!~,ADIN,REV, -~~EV,M~!NT(J),LASIN~,CA~uUFl 
IF(OZ.LT.lO.O)Gn T~ 2001 
WQ.1Tf(3,8051 
~n.ITE(:\,ROO) 





















































TV G LcVE;. 21 CASH 
v t: = c t s 1 '\1 c ( ~ I ) - c ~ 5 cu r: ( N ) 
I v-;:t. R =0 
I)ATf 74094 01/00/19 
J J ) J 6 I = l , t~ 
IYEA<.= IYtt\K +l 
I~! OZ.LT .10. J l ~J Tr 2002 .~ 'U T f ( 3 1 ~ 11 l I Y E H , <. t S 0 U ~. ( I ) , C AS 1 r-.J A ( I l , C A S 0 U B ( I l , C AS I N ~ ( I l , C A S n U C ( I 
- l , : t. S I ".! l ( I l , C A S ~· u f ( I ) , CAS I~ f ( I ) , C J' ~ [; tJ F ( T ) , CAS I ~ J r: ( I l 
ZOJ2 CTHP~ U t: w~Ff( t: t l lYf='tF,C~SC'ut (!),CASI"lA(I),C ASCUB(!),CASINBli ),CASJUC(l 
- l t C A S i N C ( I l , C f1 <; J U E { I l , C A S I N E ( T l , C t. S '"1 U F { I ) , C l . S I ~ r: ( I l 
:)J6 CJ~H I ~UE 
WR.!T[(1,20~) 
A L 1 ' l = A n 1 ~~ ~ 1 0 0 • 0 
W~ IT f ( 3 , t 0 I~ L TN,~ : 
~~~~ l T E ( 3, l l 'V t , Y R, YC, Y F, YF 




W~!TE(N6)~LIJ,~J~,rL ~ C 
CAL~ CI=-LCT(N) 
1 F)~~ATC17X,lPEl2.5,4( 12X,1Pfl2.5)) 
2 F p,·~n (!I I I/) 
10 FJ~~~Al(l4X,'P~ESH.'T VALUF OF I~COMF AT ',F4.1,' PC::R CENT A~r> A LIF 










800 FJR'1AT(1X , 1 '1AS5 RATE OF FLOW',20X,'PIPE O!A~ETER'tl5X 1 'DISTMICE ~ 
- E T w ~ F ~J P U"1 P S ' , I, ~X, ' ( l B~ IHq ) ' , 2t X, ' ( IN C'-4 f S) ' , 2 6 X, ' (,.,I L r S ) 1 , I ) 
8)1 FJ~,.,~T( 1X,F13.6,28X,F~.2,2~X,F5.2,/fl) 
dJ2 FH~AT(10(.13X, 1 Ct5H')) 
d03 F .J~,.IAT(8)(,'01JT',10X,'IN',4(9X 'CUT IN 1 )) 
d 0 4 F J ~ ~ ~ T ( 2 X , ' Y E M< ( 1 0 M I t d 0 "IJ l ' t 5 X , '( 2 ~ M II ( 2 ~ M I ) ' , s; X , 
-•(~0 ~II (50 ~l)',5X,'(75 Ml) (75Ml)',5X, 
-
1 (1JO ~II (100 '-'!)') 
80 5 F J R ~AT ( I I I!) 


























































S J~~ JLJT I r: E E XA C T ( Pf B, P 'J~ B, PC C, R OR C , PCP , P C'R P, N, C I , A I~, AD I N, REV, 
-KREV,M~INT,raSIN,CAS0UTJ 
c C********* EX~CT DJ~S T~E DfP~ECIATION SCHEME, TAX caLCUL6TlONS A~D OISCOUNTI~G 
C CAL:ULATIGNS !~CLUni~G INFLATinN FACTOPS ************************************* 
c 
Dl ~~NSH :..,. CASOIJT(50) ,CASIN(50),YEAR(50) 
f{EAL M~r·H 







B ·) E P = C I I Y R S T 
PCT=CBOEP/CI t-«?..0 
R JB=PCB*RIJOB*C I 
R JC=PCC*~C'QC*C I 
K'JP=PCP*~O~P*CI 
n fJ= Q.8B+ ~cc +~<-JP 
T~XOUT=CI*PTP 
C .\=C I 
01 10 1=1,~ 
Y=~R(Il=PCT*C~ 
JF(REV.GT.lOOOO.lGC TO 40 
W~li!:(J, 101) YFA~(!) 
-tO CO 'f\ 1 NUE 
:.\=CA-Yt:APCI) 
M=I !F((CA/(N-ll-YE\P(l) ))12,200,200 
12 CO HINUE 
l 0 CO ~T! ~U': 




OJ 20 I='1,~! 
Y':AR(J)=PAD 
I~C~EV.r.T.lOOOO.IG 8 Tr 50 
W~JTE(3,10UYEAR(J I 
50 cn:H I NL.If 
20 CLJ'Hl~UC: 
DJ 30 I=l,N 
E ) = ( 1 • 0 +A H ' I * * r 
P -IF = 1. 0 I ( ( 1. 0 + .\ 0 H' l **I ) 
~~LL PW~TH(REV, R ~EV, I ,AIN,ADIN,~AJNT,CASI ,BMAJNT) 
F TAX=TR * ( ( (REV +R F fV) *E S)- ( MA I NT* ES +V E/ R ( I ) +R CB + T ~ XOUT) I 
FEDTAX=FTAX*PWF 
P~TX=TAXOUT*PW~ 
)Ti~= TRJ* PWF 
C\S J U =FEI)TAX+P~TX+B~AINT+DTR+ADEP 

































og5s o sq 
SJA~ O UTINE ZIP( D,C1,C2,C3,0JA,COSTA,CCSTA,COSTCJ 
c 
C********« ZIP OCES A TABLF LOOK UP FOR PIPE CrSTS ***************************** 
c 
JI~ ~ NSION C1f50) ,C2(50J,C3(50J,D(50l 
:Yl ZO I: 1 22 
IF((OIA.<J.n<Il).AND.(OIA.LT. D(l+ll)JGJ TO 30 
2J C JNTINUE 
3 ,) ~ =C 1 ( I I 
o=C2<I> 
C=C .H I) 
OD=C l( I+ 1 l 
E =C 2 (I+ 1 I 
F=CHI+U 
~=0( I J 
Y=O( I+U 
C J Sf A= (A+ ( ( ( 011 -A ) I ( H-G I ) * ( D I A- G I ) ) * 1 00 0. 0 
CJSTB=(B+(((E-BJ/(H-G))*(DIA-GIJJ*1000.0 
C CJ S T C= ( C + ( (( F -C)! ( H-G) ) * ( I) If-G) J ) * 10 00.0 
RETJRN 
':'40 
IV G LEVEL 21 
'lSUM=BSUM+CASI 
C~S'JUT(IJ=ASU~ 






EXACT DATE = 74094 01/00/19 




















FOPTR~N IV G Lt~tl ?.1 CPLOT nATE 740q4 01/00/19 



















































*******•* (Dlll PL1TS THE DATA FRJM CASH ************************************~* 
J I v E N S I C :~ A ( 2 0 ) , R ( 2 0 l , C ( 2 0 ) 
H~f:NSil N !YFr. ~( 50) ,COSA(50l ,ATf1TAL( 50),([1$R(5~) ,RTOTAL( 50), 
- C 1 :)C (50) , C T~ To\ L ( JO) , COS F (50 l , FTC T ~. l ( '50), C~ SF ( ~ 0) , F TCl TAL( ')0 l 
JI"1ENSFl~~ YfM<(c;O),A0{')0) 
~::\L "\l10 










3 ;=oG-o. 5 
~J ~~AO(~Al~LIO,O!A,PLOC 
I ,::: ( t-1 L I 0. L T • 1 • a l G f ' T IJ 50 
1) tO I=l,N 
q t t\0 (~A l I YEt.~ ( I ) , CC SA ( I l , AT 0 TAl ( I ) , C 0 S B ( ! l , B T llT A L l I l , C Q S C (J ) , 
- : T 'J TAL ( I l , C r SF. f 1 l , f 'T' C T A L ( I l , C 0 5- F ( ! l , ~ T OT t L ( I l 
:1SA(l )=COS~( I l*l.OF-06 
:JSB(l l=C.JSR(I )*l.Ct-Ob 
:JS C (I) =C.JSC (1 l*l.OE-06 
:JSECI l=COSECI l*l.OC:-06 
: J SF (I J =COSF ( I l * l. OE-06 
~TOT\L(I l=ATOTAL (J )t:t.OE-06 
H 0 T ~ L ( I ) = ~ T ·l T A L ( I ) • l • 0 F- 0 A 
:TJTJ\L(I l=CT JTtL(Il*l.f'lE-06 
EfOTAL(I l=ETJTAL (! l*l.OF-06 
F T •J TAL( ! ) = F T J T !\ L ( I ) * l • 0 f-0 6 
YcAD (I t =I YE .~ ~ ( J l 
1 J CCHH I '.JU E 
I F ( ( f1 I h • G T • A G t • n, k • ( 0 I .A • l T • R G I ) G C T ':1 ' ' 0 
HITE( 3, ?.7 )f)JA 
IF(~.GT.l)SC T8 30 
c \ L L ~ E , .. D l ~ ( 0 • ~ ' 2 • 0 ' f> • 0 ) 
C~LL 8RIGINf0.0,0.0) 
:~LL YSCALt(O.J,710.0,4.5l 
'( = ··~ 
: ~LL 
~ \LL 





: \L L 
: \LL 






XYPLT(Y~AR,CCS~,N, l,l I 
XYPLT(Yf~R,C 0 S~,~,l,2l 
XYPLT(Y~1~,(0)C,N,l,3) 
XYPLT(Y~~o,( ~ SE,~,l,4) 
XYPLT(YtAR,C CSF ~,1,5) XYDLT(YFA~,t.TrJTI. t.,N, 1,6) 
XYPL T(YE~R,BT1TAL,N,1,7) 
XYDLT(YF ~ ~.CT O TAL,~,l.P.) 




FOPTPAN IV ~ LEVE~ 
0057. 
21 CPUlT 
C~ll XYPLT(YEhP,FTCHAL,~,l, 12) 
:;\'-L E~ODLT 





































3 J -: \ L L F 1 ~J ~ l C: J SA ( N I , AT OT A L ( N) , COS B ( N I , AT 'l TAL ( N) , C 0 S C ( N) 
- , : T JT 4 l ( ·~ l , C J S ': ( N I , F T 0 TAl { N) , C C' 5 F ( N ) , f T J T 1\ l ( N ) , A , B , C ) 





tc IL.LT.l)t;J Tr 20 














: ~<. =K 
7 J Cr NT I Wli= 
:\LL XYPLT(~,~O,J,l,~N) 
;J T'J £0 
5J :ONTINUF 
l~(KSF.T.EQ.21Gr rr 80 
:\LL F."J':PLT 
8 J r: G H I r~ ! J t 
IF ( ) S-l! ) 2 R, 2 t , 2 1 
za CC.~TINUF 
:UL LSTDLT 
2. 7 c n '1A T I i= ~.? l 
~~TUR'\J 
t 'D 
01/00/19 PAGE 0002 
-...J 
(j\ 


























; JBROlJT I Nf F IN Al ( C 0$ A, AT 1T A l, COS B, B TOTAL, CO SC, C TOTAl , COS E, F TOTAL 
-,C8SF,FTOT~~.~IS,COST,TOTAL) 
********* ~~~AL A~~ANGFS SCAL~RS INTO VECTOR FORMS FOR THE PLOTTER ************ 
DI"1 Ef'.; S!C ~ DIS(20l,COST(20),TOTAL(20l 
J=O 

















,1 I 5 ( J ) = l 0 0 • 0 
C'JST(J)=CCSF 
T'JTAL(J)=~TOT-~l 
Q, ETUR N 
END 








ooge 00 9 
0010 
~UBKOUTINE PwRTHCREV,R~~V, K ,AJN,ADI~,MAINT,DZ,OM) 
c C********* PWQTH nOES PRESENT WORTH ANO COMPOUND AMOUNT CALCULATI JN S *********** 
c 
REAL "1A I ~T 
P~F=l.O/((l+ADINl**K) 
C <\ 1= = ( 1 • 0 +A IN ) * *K 
·)DY'i=R EV*CAF*PWF )ry'{R.=RREV*CAF*PWF 
















MAXIMUM PUMP SIZE 
MAXIMUM PIPE DIAMETER 























FIND ENTHALPY OF 
WATER LEAVING PLANT 
DETERMINE WATER 
TEMPERATURE 
DETERMINE HEAT TRANSFER 
IN EACH PIPE SUBSECTION 



























DETERMINE OOSTJMILE FOR 







AND TAX CALCULATIONS 
CALL PWRTH 
PRESENT WORTH CALCULAITONS 
PREPARE CUMULATIVE PRESENT 
WORTH TABLE FOR A 30 YEAR 
LIFE FOR DIFFERENT SYSTEMS 
AS A FUNCTION OF DISTANCE 
FROM THE PLANT 
WRITE 
PRESENT VALUE OF INCOME FOR 











SAMPLE CASH FLOW PROBLEM 
The following is a sample problem demonstrating the technique 
used in the discounted cash flow analysis in the economics 
section of this investigation. 
Given: 
Capital investment $1000.00 
Revenue $2000.00/year 
Maintenance & Operating costs $1000.00/year 
Inflation factor 4.5% 
Discount factor 10% 
Tax rate 50% 
Property tax rate 2% 
Find: 
The present value net cumulative profit at 10% 
for a 10 year life. 
Straight line depreciation rate: 
1 DR 10 years 
10% 
Dual declining balance rate: 
DDR 2.0 x DR 
20% 
The following table is a dual declining balance depreciation 
scheme which will be used for the tax calculations. 
84 
DDB DDR x Undepreciated balance 
where 
DDB Depreciation expense 
DDB (1) (.2) (1000.0) 200.00 
DDB(2) (. 2) ( 1000. 0 - 200.0) 160.00 
DDB (3) (. 2) ( 800. 00 - 160. 0) 128.00 
DDB(4) (.2) (640.00- 128.0) 102.40 
DDB (5) (. 2) ( 512. 00 - 102.4) 81.92 
SWITCH TO STRAIGHT LINE SCHEME 
DDB(6) 409.60 - 81.92 65.54 5 years 
DDB (7) 65.54 
DDB (8) 65.54 
DDB(9) 65.54 
DDB (10) 65.54 
FINANCING EXPENSES/$1000.00 Capital Investment 
The project will be financed by: 
30% Bonds @ 7% interest 
30% Common @ 14% interest 
40% Preferred @ 7% interest 
Return on Bonds 
ROB Per cent bonds x interest rate x captical investment 
. 30 X . 07 X 1000 . 00 
21.00/year 
Return on Common 
ROC Per cent common x interest rate x captical investment 
.30 X .14 X 1000.00 
42.00/year 
Return on Preferred 
ROP Per cent preferred x interest rate x capital investment 
.40 X .07 X 1000.00 
28.00/year 
Total return/$1000.00 Capital Investment 
TRO ROB + ROC + ROP 
91.00 
Property tax/$1000.00 Capital Investment 
PRTX Tax rate x capital investment 




Table Dl.O. Schedule for Tax Calculations. 
YEAR SPCA MAINT + OP REVENUE DDB BOND 
(1 + i)n (escalated) (escalated) Interest 
1 1.045 1045.00 2090.00 200.00 21.00 
2 1.092 1092.00 2184.00 160.00 21.00 
3 1.141 1141.00 2282.00 128.00 21.00 
4 1.192 1192.00 2384.04 102.40 21.00 
5 1.246 1246.00 2492.36 81.92 21.00 
6 1.302 1302.00 2604.52 65.54 21.00 
7 1.360 1360.00 2721.72 65.54 21.00 
8 1.422 1422.00 2844.30 65.54 21.00 
9 1.486 1486.00 2972.18 65.54 21.00 
10 1.552 1552.97 3105.94 65.54 21.00 
Where 
SPCA single payment compound amount factor 
escalated adjusted by SPCA for a 4.5% inflation 
Income tax 
TAX(N) Tax rate (revenue - bond interest - property tax 
- maintenance and operating - depreciation) 
Example 
















Capital investment (i(l + i)n ) 
(1 + i)n-1 




Table D3.0. Face Value Cash. 
YEAR REVENUE TAX TOTAL PROP. MAINT SPCA 
INTEREST TAX OP 
+ DIVIDENDS 
1 2090.00 402.00 91.00 20.00 1045.00 1.045 
2 2184.00 445.37 91.00 20.00 1092.00 1.092 
3 2282.20 485.67 91.00 20.00 1141.66 1.141 
4 2385.04 524.54 91.00 20.00 1192.52 1.192 
5 2492.36 561.63 91.00 20.00 1246.18 1.246 
6 2604.52 597.85 91.00 20.00 1302.26 1.302 
7 2721.72 627.15 91.00 20.00 1360.86 1.360 
8 2844.20 657.78 91.00 20.00 1422.10 1.422 
9 2972.18 689.77 91.00 20.00 1486.09 1.486 
10 3105.94 723.24 91.00 20.00 1552.97 1.552 
Table D4.0. Present Worth at Time 0. Discounted at 10%. 
YEAR REVENUE TAX INTEREST + PROP. MAINT 
DIVIDENDS TAX OP 
1 1900.00 365.45 82.73 18.18 950.01 
2 1804.06 368.05 75.21 16.53 902.64 
3 1714.47 364.89 68.37 15.03 851.73 
4 1628.98 358.25 62.15 13.66 814.49 
5 1547.51 348.71 56.50 12.42 773.75 
6 1470.25 337.48 51.37 11.29 735.13 
7 1396.79 321.85 46.70 10.26 698.39 
8 1326.82 306.85 42.45 9.33 663.11 
9 1260.50 292.53 38.59 8.48 630.25 
10 1197.33 278.80 35.08 7.71 601.26 
Where 
Cash in = Revenue 
Cash out = Income tax + interest + dividends + property tax 
+ maintenance + operating + capital recovery 
Table D5.0. Cumulative Cash Flow. 





















NP 15247.53 - 12639.71 
2607.82 
NP Present value net cumulative profit 
at 10% for a life of 10 years. 
89 
